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APPLY NOW

Apply Now for Your School’s 2021-2022
ArtistsInspire Grant for Interactive In-person or
Virtual Arts & Culture Experiences!

What is the funding for? Developing students’ creativity through Artist-facilitated in-person or
virtual Arts & Culture experiences:
During the School Day

With Qualified Artists

The goal of the ArtistsInspire Grants is to engage
as many Quebec students as possible in hands-on
creativity in diverse art disciplines. In the school’s
online application, the brief description of planned
activities needs to include working with multiple
teachers or classes to learn with an eligible Artist(s)
during at least two creative periods.

Eligible Artists identify as members
of Quebec’s diverse English-speaking
Communities. Their practices include a
wide variety of specialties.

This Workshop Catalogue is intended to be a guide to help schools, teachers, CLCs, and other community
liaisons understand what is possible during an ArtistsInspire Grants project.
Please note the following:
•

ALL workshops are adaptable. These are a small sample of what the Artists have to offer. To learn
more, visit artistsinspire.ca/ artists or reach out to:
artistsinspiregrants@quebec-elan.org / 438-979-1171.

•

We strongly encourage schools to work with local Artists whenever possible, as there is a limited
travel budget. Regional Artists and the school boards they serve have been indicated next to the
Artist’s name. All other Artists live within the greater Montreal area.

•

The deadline to apply this year is January 31, 2022. We strongly encourage schools to book
their ArtistsInspire Grants projects as soon as possible. Artists LOVE booking contracts well in
advance so that they can plan their professional and personal lives around their dynamic work
schedules.

When you’re ready, applying is easy and quick –
one contact person from the school sets up the
account and enters the information about the
school’s plan.
Please note that we allow only one application per
school. In the application, we ask for confirmation
that the principal approves.
We are available to support you by phone and
email to answer all of your questions.
ELAN’s ArtEd Team wants to support your school
in getting the maximum benefit from your school’s
grant.

To Apply:
Simply go to www.artistsinspire.ca
and click on:

School Application
Website: www.artistsinspire.ca
Email: artistsinspiregrants@quebec-elan.org
Phone: 438-979-1171
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WORKSHOP CATEGORY
DANCE
CARIBBEAN FOLK DANCE with West-Can Folk Performing Company
Participants take part in fun and interactive virtual and/or in-person Caribbean folk
dance workshops. Workshops give participants an understanding of the origins and
history of Caribbean folk and the different elements of Caribbean folk dance through
an exploration of rhythm and the relationship between music and movement.
Participants learn traditional folk dances from expert instructors with over 30 years
of experience. Workshops are adapted to the needs of the participants.
K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec in
the general sense and as a member of the BIPOC community.
Materials: A clean clear space for dancing.

FIRST STEPS ON BROADWAY with Corinne Roucoules
Your students will learn and star in original scenes from musical movies, animated
films, or Broadway musicals, and they’ll have a blast doing it! Here are the 3 components
to First Steps on Broadway!

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

1. Theatre: They learn actual lines from famous scenes. They might even get a
chance to use a microphone now and then.
2. Singing and Dancing: Students learn choreographies, practice real Broadway
dance techniques and basic vocal and theatrical exercises taught at New York
theatre schools.
3. Performance: Students impress an audience with how they can confidently
and professionally perform and entertain.
Materials: Comfortable clothes and open space.

GROOVE FOR KIDS with Stephanie Nairn

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

Groove for Kids is a unique, unforgettable, inclusive, and non-competitive group
dancefloor experience for students of all ages and physical abilities. The dance floor
experience involves all genres of music (e.g., contemporary, hip hop, electronic, pop)
and does not require any previous dance training - all participants are successful in
Groove! Groove for Kids cultivates social and emotional connections and interactions
between students on the dancefloor, while simultaneously improving self-esteem,
enhancing creativity, promoting physical fitness, and cultivating playfulness and
imagination.
Materials: Audio speaker/system, open space.

1
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TIME TO MOVE, FEEL, EXPRESS! with Eryn Dace Trudell

K, Cycle 1, 2

Fun, physically charged, interactive dance workshops that stimulate kineasthetic
learning. Children connect to curriculum and self-expression through movement,
inciting creative thinking, empathetic space sharing, taking initiative, and collaboration
in inspiring and playful ways. Sessions include movement that focuses energy, increases
proprioception, strength, control, flexibility, balance, and rhythm, followed by dances,
improvisation scores or concept studies that engage students in exploration. These
workshops address the competencies of well-being, communication, problem solving,
collaboration, and creativity and include a diversity of music. The workshop may be
catered to specific themes. Integrated concepts include dynamics, space, time, shape,
rhythm, numbers, relationships, and emotions.
Materials: Paper and crayons or colouring markers.

1, 2 STEP! with Kayin Queeley

Cycle 1, 2, 3

A workshop with Montreal Steppers includes an introduction to foundational step
routines, and invites participants to clap, stomp, and chant as a team. Participants
learn what it meant for Black folks to be steppers in the early 1900s and how their
resilience changed their lives. We emphasize the importance of creating rhythms
and beats together with a focus on teamwork and character building. Each workshop
includes dialogues and discussions on the history of step, its inception, the migration
of Africans from Africa to North America, South America, and the Caribbean. By the
end, participants have tried at least two step routines--rhythmic music they create
with their bodies. This is always a proud moment for everyone.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec in
the general sense and as a member of the BIPOC community.
Materials: Enough space for the participants to clap and stomp.

EVERYONE CAN DANCE with Luca “Lazylegz” Patuelli
“Adapt, stay positive, and learn to do things your own way.” This is the key to Luca’s
No Excuses, No Limits philosophy. In this workshop, Luca will teach dance with a
unique “twist,” allowing participants to explore various movements that will help
expand their understanding of the importance of adaptation in daily life and in dance.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec.
Cycle 1, 2, 3

Materials: A chair and enough space to be able to spread your arms out and roll on
the floor.

ARTISTSINSPIRE.CA
(438) 979-1171
ARTISTSINSPIREGRANTS@QUEBEC-ELAN.ORG
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LIVING INCLUSIVELY: A DANCE JOURNEY with Carol Jones
An invitation to all, including those living in minority situations, sometimes isolated,
through the creative act to openness. This workshop seeks to raise awareness of the
Other while fighting against exclusion.
Wishing to prevent exclusion in all its forms (racism, discrimination, sexism, ageism,
segregation, etc.), the transversal, diversified and inclusive approach suggests artistic
and therapeutic explorations through dance and drama.
More info: https://www.lezebrejaune.com/inclusion

Cycle 3

* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec
in the general sense and as a member of the BIPOC and/or LGBTQ2S+ community.
Materials: Paper, pen, coloring pencils, audio equipment, space for dancing.

QEP COMPETENCIES
DANCE
• To invent dances
• To interpret dances
• To appreciate choreographic works,
personal productions and those of
classmates
PHYSICAL EDUCATION & HEALTH
• To perform movement skills in
different physical activity settings

3

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
• To use language to communicate and
learn
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
(core and enriched programs)
• Interacts orally in English
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WORKSHOP CATEGORY
FILM, PHOTO & DIGITAL MEDIA
LET’S MAKE A PINHOLE CAMERA with Colleen Leonard
Have fun with images in creative ways that existed long before the invention of
cameras, movies, and television! A pinhole camera is basically a box with a small
hole in it, through which light travels and reflects to produce an image. Learn about
the basic principles of light and cameras, and make your own pinhole camera using
recycled material and common household items.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Cycle 1, 2, 3

Materials: 1 paper towel cardboard roll, 1 pair scissors (strong enough to cut the
cardboard roll), scotch tape (not masking tape), black electrical tape, wax paper or
tracing paper (enough to cover one end of the roll) approximately 10x10cm, aluminum
foil (enough to cover one end of the roll) approximately 10x10cm, thumbtack or nail.

CREATIVE VIDEO CLASS with Jay Lemieux
Each class is tailored to suit the appropriate age group. For grades 1-4, the focus is on
storytelling and acting. For grades 5-11, the focus is on more advanced topics, such as
cinematography and video editing. In all classes, students end up with final products,
such as short movies, mini documentaries, stop animation, or music videos. We also
teach media literacy by providing opportunities for students to discuss social media,
advertising, and bias and stereotypes in film and media.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec.
Cycle 1, 2, 3

Materials: No materials are necessary, although extra iPads or computers with video
editing software could allow for a more dynamic experience.

FILMMAKING 101 with Alyssa Kuzmarov (Productions Oracle)

Cycle 2, 3

All of Productions Oracle’s workshops are designed to provide a safe and dynamic
space for youth to express themselves and gain technical video skills as they openly
document their own experiences. The youth are involved in every stage of the
production and learn everything that goes into the making of a video: Storyboarding,
camera angles, editing. The youth participate actively in the creation of their own
videos and are given an opportunity to feel proud of their work, all the while learning
new skills and having lots of fun. A key element of these workshops is to encourage
youth to be active consumers in their use of media rather than passive recipients of
the media that surround them. Rather than simply absorbing images and messages,
students can use technology to stimulate their talents and creativity.
continued >
ARTISTSINSPIRE.CA
(438) 979-1171
ARTISTSINSPIREGRANTS@QUEBEC-ELAN.ORG
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* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec
in the general sense and as a member of the BIPOC and/or LGBTQ2S+ community.
Materials: To render video production accessible and user-friendly, we have chosen
iPads as our medium. Youth are often familiar with this kind of technology. We bring the
iPads, and so no additional material is needed.

THE SUPERSTAR SHOWCASE: A VIDEO-MAKING ADVENTURE!
with Sam Asmar

Your students can create, invent, be enthusiastic, feel proud, help their community,
and learn valuable skills that they can apply to any academic subject. Anything is
possible when we teach students how to create videos!
Choose the Adventure! 1. Marketing Brainiacs Create a Video Ad. 2. The Inventors’
Series. 3. Movie Maniacs Make a Movie Trailer. 4. “How-to” Videos to Stop the Zombie
Apocalypse! or 5. Choose something at www.Inlite10.ca. Your students will learn how
to write a script, perform on camera, edit their video and prepare it for the Superstar
Showcase, which can be presented to students, staff, and parents.

Cycle 2, 3

* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Paper, pen, any digital camera (phone, tablet, camera), any editing
software (e.g. iMovie, Video Editor) or open a free account at clipchamp.com before
the workshop.

INSPIRING THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY: CAPTURING WHAT THE
HEART FEELS THROUGH THE MIND’S EYE
with Kathleen Walsh-Moleski (Regional Artist: ESSB)

A picture “may be worth a thousand words,” but does it evoke any feeling? Various
elements of photo composition are used to capture what the heart feels through the
mind’s eye, with the objective that observers of a photo will feel as the photographer
felt for the subject. Using photo examples, the artist will describe one of the emotional
elements of photo composition. Students will spend 10 minutes taking photos in the
classroom with this element in mind. Then, students and the teacher select two or
three of the best photos to display on-screen for critique by the artist, to see if they
reflect the students’ intended effect.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Digital camera or smartphone, computer for viewing photos.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPLORATIONS with Kiran Ambwani
Students will be guided on photographic explorations on a range of different themes
or environments.
Materials: Image recording device (smartphone, ipad, digital camera). Cameras can
be rented out for this project if participants don’t have them.

Cycle 3

DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE? with Tanis Saucier (Regional Artist: SWLSB)
Students will be introduced to photography concepts such as composition (rule of
thirds, leading lines, framing), lighting (natural, ambient, artificial), and perspective
(bird’s eye view, worm’s eye view, and forced perspective). This workshop will lead to
the students creating works using their newly acquired skills and knowledge.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Cycle 3

Materials: Smartphones, and/or point-and-shoot cameras, and/or DSLR cameras,
Google Drive account to store and transfer files.

QEP COMPETENCIES
VISUAL ARTS
• To produce media works in the visual
arts
• To appreciate works of art, traditional
artistic objects, media images,
personal productions and those of
classmates

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
• To write self-expressive, narrative
and information-based texts
• To represent [their] literacy in
different media
• To use language to communicate and
learn

DRAMA
• To invent dramatic scenes
• To interpret dramatic scenes
• To appreciate dramatic works,
personal productions and those of
classmates

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
(core and enriched programs)

ARTISTSINSPIRE.CA
(438) 979-1171
ARTISTSINSPIREGRANTS@QUEBEC-ELAN.ORG

•
•
•

To interact orally in English
To reinvest understanding of texts
To write and produce text
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WORKSHOP CATEGORY
LITERARY
THE ART OF STORYTELLING with Nadine Neema
Participants will explore the art of storytelling with award-winning songwriter, poet,
and author Nadine Neema. We will explore themes related to the students’ lives and
learn to tell an engaging story with a strong beginning, middle, and end using voice
intonation, gestures, and emotion. For grades 4-6 this workshop is often done with
a novel study of my book Journal of a Travelling Girl, which is a coming-of-age story
based on the Tłı̨ chǫ ancestral lands in the NWT. The workshop can also be about the
art of journal writing so children can learn this important tool for self-awareness.
K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

Materials: Paper, pencil.

WORDS OR PICTURES? MAKING STORIES FOR OUR EYES & EARS
with Raquel Rivera

In your favourite picture book, who tells the story: the author, the illustrator...both?
In this workshop children learn what goes into making a picture book, explore how
words and images communicate together, and practise their own communication
skills with writing and drawings. Sessions can be modified to incorporate concurrent
studies in ELA topics.
Materials: Writing and drawing materials, paper.

K, Cycle 1, 2

POET IN CLASS PROGRAM with Poetry in Voice
Invite a poet to your classroom. Poetry In Voice works with a diverse group of poets
who are passionate about what they do and understand how to connect with students.
Our poets deliver innovative workshops that bring poetry to life in ways that are both
relevant and fun. Meet our Poets In Class, [Link: https://www.poetryinvoice.com/
teach/poet-class/meet-poets-class], filter by province and invite a Quebec poet to visit
your school. For more information, please contact Tessa Griﬃn, tessa@poetryinvoice.
com.
Cycle 1, 2, 3

Materials: Pencil, paper.
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CREATING MUSICAL STORIES with Matthew Bennett Young
The best way to describe this workshop is as a ”translation of the senses.” Music (7
instrumental recordings) is used to stimulate feeling. Those feelings are articulated
using words, expressions, associations, or memories. The children are shown how to
use those articulations to create a basic story outline which they can then develop.
The workshop has a very simple structure but great significance and impact. Children
are encouraged to make connections in constructive ways and end up with unique
stories that they have created. It is an empowering experience!
Cycle 1, 2, 3

Materials: Pen, paper, internet.

WALK IN MY SHOES: STEP INTO STORYTELLING
with Janet LeRoy (Regional Artist: WQSB)

Gr. 2, Cycle 2, 3

Participants discover that trying on someone else’s shoes is a great way to step
into character—as storyteller and as listener. Students learn to embody and tell a
story that is important to them. They commit to a project that unfolds over time in
successive steps. They learn without memorizing through exercises. Active listening
skills and peer feedback build community. Performance skills include voice (volume,
pace, tone), facial expressions, and gestures. Grounding techniques develop focus
and confidence. We celebrate with a storytelling concert. Collaboration and flexibility
are key elements.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec.
Materials: Paper, pencil.

WHAT IS FREEDOM TO ME? with Rachel McCrum ~ available after January 2022
A poetry workshop that asks students to think about what freedom means to them:
how they imagine it, how they find it, and how they express it. What are the tricky
questions to ask of freedom, for ourselves and for everyone else? And what does
poetry have to do with it all? Our ideas of what it means to be free have shifted over a
time of pandemic lockdowns. This workshop seeks to help pupils explore and express
the freedoms they most value, and is adaptable for either written or spoken word.
Cycle 2, 3

Materials: Pen and paper.

ARTISTSINSPIRE.CA
(438) 979-1171
ARTISTSINSPIREGRANTS@QUEBEC-ELAN.ORG
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FRACTURED FAIRY TALES: LIVE STORYTELLING AND A MODERN
TWIST TO AN OLD TALE with Patti Warnock (Regional Artist: ETSB)
In your own voice and your own words. Inspired by age-old tales, each student will
create an original fractured fairy-tale. The written word will then be transformed into
a storyboard, following which, using storytelling techniques (including improvisation
and gesture), students will learn to lift the characters off the page and bring them
to life in a live presentation for their peers. As playful exercises build student’s selfawareness and confidence in their communication skills, the various components of
the activities highlight individual strengths and talents.

Cycle 2, 3

Materials: Paper and pencil. (Recording device optional.)

MODELING MEMORY with Liana Cusmano
Participants will build on memory and recollection to write vivid pieces. Discussions
of experiences that have marked us will be followed by writing prompts that will help
participants craft a finished piece. If you wanted to bring your reader with you on this
journey, which of the five senses would you lean on? Which similes, metaphors, or
images most clearly express how you felt? Participants will also be encouraged to play
with form, structure, and punctuation as they write pieces that will reflect who they
are and the experiences they have lived.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec in
the general sense and as a member of the LGBTQ2S+ community.

Cycle 3

Materials: Pencil and paper.

ZINE & COMIC BOOK WORKSHOP (SERIES OF 4 CLASSES) with G. Scott Macleod
Students begin by viewing my short documentary film After the war with Hannelore
and/or The Water of Life animated series. In class 1, I present myself and a short
PowerPoint explaining my filmmaking, interview, drawing, and storytelling process. In
classes 2 and 3, I offer “how-to” workshops with drawing materials such as watercolour
pencils, graphite, ink pens, zine and comic book templates, and tracing techniques.
Students are paired with seniors or family to capture their life histories in a zine or
comic book. Class 4 is a presentation of their final work. I encourage a no mistakes
approach & having fun.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec.
Surfaces: Comic book templates. Body templates. White paper (8 1/2’’ X 11’’) to
fold and make their own zines. Coloured paper (optional). Graphite pencils: H2, H1,
H, HB, B, 1B, 2B. Watercolour pencils. Watercolour or gouache Pencil sharpener.
Paintbrushes and jars for water. Markers. Eraser. Charcoal and carbon paper. Tape.
Glue stick. Scissors. Stapler. Ruler.
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STARTING YOUR STORY with Catherine Austen
Students will begin a short story by creating a setting, introducing a character, and
then writing an opening scene. Mini lessons on setting and character development
guide the writing exercises. Sharing of student work is encouraged.
Materials: Pencil and paper.
Cycle 2, 3

STORYTELLING AND COLLABORATION THROUGH COMICS with Jay d’Ici
Comics are a unique medium for telling stories. What is left between the panels
can often be more important than what is inside the panels. By creating their own
story students will have the chance to develop their own skills as storytellers, and
they will also learn the importance of the reader in the process. Students will have a
chance to learn how to tell their own stories through comics. They will also have the
opportunity to work with one other and collaborate on their stories, making short
comics.
Cycle 3

Materials: 5 pieces of computer paper and a pencil.

QEP COMPETENCIES
VISUAL ARTS
• To appreciate works of art, traditional
artistic objects, media images,
personal productions and those of
classmates
MUSIC
• To invent vocal or instrumental pieces
• To appreciate musical works, personal
productions and those of classmate

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
• To read and listen to literary, popular
and information-based texts
• To write self-expressive, narrative
and information-based texts
• To represent [their] literacy in
different media
• To use language to communicate and
learn
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
(core and enriched programs)
•
•
•

ARTISTSINSPIRE.CA
(438) 979-1171
ARTISTSINSPIREGRANTS@QUEBEC-ELAN.ORG

To interact orally in English
To reinvest understanding of texts
To write and produces text
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WORKSHOP CATEGORY
MUSIC & SOUND
RAISE THE ROOF: INTRODUCTION TO CELTIC MUSIC
with Roy MacLaren (Regional Artist: ETSB)

These interactive workshops expose students to traditional Celtic and Quebec
dance music. Students experience the joy of acoustic music by singing, dancing and
interacting with the music. They also learn about the instruments of the Celtic music
world: bagpipes, wooden flute, tenor banjo, tin whistles, etc.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM
Materials: Ears, feet, heart, etc.

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

BODY BEATS with Jeunesses Musicales Canada
The whole body is a musical instrument! In the constant pleasure of moving, discover
the rich universe of body percussion and the different musical styles that are related
to it. Explore flamenco and beatbox, and learn about Gumboot with energy and good
humour!
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Internet access, a screen.
K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

MUSIC AND THE PLANET: CELEBRATE OUR PLANET AND
ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP THROUGH SONG with Alison Notkin
ISongwriter and musicologist Alison Notkin teaches students about the wonders of
nature and natural processes, how to be a Zero Waste Hero, and how to express
positive and rallying messages about the environment through song.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Pencil and paper.
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BODY MUSIC: BODY PERCUSSION, BEATBOXING, AND VOICE
with Geremia Lorenzo Lodi

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

Body Music is making sound with what is immediately available to every person: one’s
voice and body, creating rhythms, beats, and melodies. The activities proceed in an
uninterrupted flow that captures participants’ attention by alternating progressive
levels of engagement, inviting them to imitate and explore (call & response, circle
singing), experiment (variations), and eventually improvise and create (soloing and
being protagonist). The blend of body percussion, beatboxing, and singing allows
each student multiple and complementary entries into the world of rhythm and
music, making it particularly accessible for all participants. The workshop develops
coordination and synchronization, focus, cooperation and reciprocity. Non-verbal
communication is favoured as the means of interaction.
Materials: Speakers or amplifier. If possible (but not indispensable), a smart-board
or projector and a mic stand.

TAKING IT OUTSIDE: ART INSPIRED BY NATURE with Louise Campbell

Cycle 1, 2, 3

Whether your school is in an urban, rural, or remote area, the natural environment
is full of inspiration for student creativity and learning. Artist Louise Campbell leads
students in exploring and connecting with their natural surroundings through outdoor
sound walks on their school grounds, sensory experiences of nature through sound,
visual arts and storytelling, and creation of a radio drama based on their experiences
of nature using voices, bodies and found objects. Depending on student interest
and curriculum requirements, the final project can take the form of an improvised
soundscape, a perform-able radio drama, or a recorded podcast.
Participating schools are invited to organize an in-person or virtual field trip to
Louise’s outdoor installation Sources in June 2022, an album project inspired by the St.
Lawrence Seaway. This project is offered in partnership with Innovations en concert.
Materials: Washable markers, white coffee filters, water spray bottles, audio recording
device like a smartphone (optional).

ARTISTSINSPIRE.CA
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HISTORY OF THE BLUES AND GROUP SONGWRITING with Rob Lutes
Award-winning recording artist Rob Lutes leads classes on an engaging journey
through blues history, from its origins in slavery, work songs and spirituals, through
its flowering after the Civil War, and including a dynamic group songwriting activity.
“Rob is an excellent presenter, and had the students motivated and engaged every
step of the way. From a curricular standpoint, his workshops were fantastic as they
developed music appreciation by guiding the students through the history of Blues
music and slavery. Rob covered the material in an age-appropriate way that inspired
critical thought.”
– Quebec Elementary School Teacher

Cycle 2, 3

* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec in
the general sense and as a member of the BIPOC community.
Materials: Blackboard or whiteboard for songwriting activity, and, if possible, a
smartboard for displaying images.

SENSORY LISTENING with Salima Punjani
Students will collect sounds, songs, and soundscapes that put them at ease. This
collection will become the class-generated playlist for an unusual listening experience:
using vibrational pillows, we will hear this playlist as a conversion into vibrations,
expanding the possibility of listening to a full-body experience.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec in
the general sense and as a member of the BIPOC community.
Materials: Vibrational pillows (provided by the artist), voice recorders or mobile
devices (phones/tablets).

Cycle 3

MUSIQUE CONCRETE AND INTRINSIC CORE FUELED FEELINGS
with Purna Bhattacharya

Students will record any sound in their space on any device. (If we are in school,
we will record sounds found in the classroom). Without music theory, students can
learn what types of sounds are uplifting, sad, dramatic, etc. Based on the sounds
they choose, students will learn which types of sounds and emotions they are most
often drawn to. We will use an online audio program to create a musical piece from
the recorded sounds, which will show students how everyday sounds can be used to
create music - a musical option for those who do not own any instruments.
continued >
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* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec in
the general sense and as a member of the BIPOC and LQBTQ2S+ communities.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Mobile recording device (phone, tablet, etc.), access to Band Lab (online
audio cloud device). If the latter is an issue, I can share my screen to model how I use
audio editing software.

EXPLODE THE MOMENT! AUDIO STORYTELLING AND SOUND ART
with Guillaume Jabbour (Regional Artist: SWLSB)

Cycle 3

Students learn about the craft of storytelling using song lyrics and poetry as the
medium. Award-winning songwriter and sound artist Guillaume Jabbour guides
students in understanding how an ordinary moment can be exploded into a work of
art using accessible writing exercises and literary aspects such as, voice, metaphor,
simile, and personification. Once the pieces of writing have been drafted, edited,
revised, and finalized, students record themselves performing their pieces using a
digital voice recorder and experience the editing and mixing process. Each piece can
be further enhanced with sounds recorded by students. The final audio pieces are
featured online and made shareable.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec.
Materials: Paper, pencil, voice recorder app on smartphone or similar, digital voice
recorders (provided by Guillaume).

SONGS AND STORIES, THEN AND NOW with Patrick Hutchinson
Various composed and traditional songs will be presented and analyzed in light of
their origins and context, and how they reflect the history and society that produced
them. How do older songs/stories affect us now, and what are modern equivalents?
What will future generations know about us, based on the songs and stories we share?
Students will be encouraged to discuss the material and share their perspectives.
From this, they will work on creating a song, either individually or in collaboration,
and Patrick will be available to consult and assist, both with words and music.
Cycle 3

Materials: Pencil, paper, access to an audio recording device (e.g. smartphone).

ARTISTSINSPIRE.CA
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QEP COMPETENCIES
MUSIC
• To invent vocal or instrumental pieces
• To interpret musical pieces
• To appreciate musical works, personal
productions and those of classmates
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
• To read and listen to literary, popular
and information-based texts
• To write self-expressive, narrative
and information-based texts

15

•
•

To represent [their] literacy in
different media
To use language to communicate and
learn

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
(core and enriched programs)
•
•
•

To interact orally in English
To reinvest understanding of texts
To write and produces text
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WORKSHOP CATEGORY
THEATRE
THEATRE PERFORMANCE/WORKSHOPS with Geordie Theatre
When choosing Geordie Theatre for your ArtistsInspire grant, the grant goes toward:
•
•

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

One full performance of our annual 2Play Tour for your whole school (up to
300 students)
Theatre workshops led by Geordie Theatre School for up to four different
classrooms with two 1hr workshops each, for a total of eight workshops at the
school.

These workshops can use themes from the play to explore drama techniques, games,
or crafts! The workshops can tie in directly with themes from the show, or we can do
something else at the teacher’s request. One set of workshops will take place up to 2
weeks before the performance, and the rest will occur once the performance is finished.
Materials: No specific materials required.

FOLLOW THE BIRD: A STUDENT CREATED PUPPET SHOW with Daniel Hickie
Students will learn to make two different kinds of hand puppets: a mysterious bird
that knows about a place no-one else gets to visit, and a person who is invited to
follow that bird. Students will create their puppets from easily accessible materials,
learn to bring those puppets to life and, in small groups, create puppet performances
using these characters.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

Materials: Scissors, cardboard (preferable from a cereal box), markers, glue, tape,
construction paper.

PUPPETS & PICTURE BASED STORYTELLING with Maggie Winston
A puppet is any performing object, be it a found object or something carefully crafted.
Participants will learn how to make and manipulate simple puppets and backgrounds.
We’ll learn about the ‘anti-technological’ history of picture-based storytelling, including
styles such as Toy Theatre, Cantastoria, Crankies, and more. Puppetry hasn’t lost its
magic as we’ve adapted to online art forms! In fact, a puppet works very well in the
frame of a computer, iPad, or cellphone. Make your own puppet show to perform live
in front of a small audience or online.
K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
continued >
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Materials: Paper, scissors, sticks [pencils, chopsticks, skewers, small branches,
popsicle sticks, dowels (your pick)], markers, pencils crayons, or crayons, tape (scotch
or masking), cardboard or cardboard box (optional), dress-up costumes (optional).

THE STUFF OF LEGENDS: OBJECT THEATRE AND STORYTELLING
with Antonia Leney-Granger

What stories are hidden in the objects that surround us? A manipulated object can
come to life and become a character. It can serve as a symbol and allow for a poetic
story to be told in images, sometimes without words. It can be used to tell unique
stories via the connection between object and memory. And it can expand the realm
of what’s possible on stage, letting the imagination run wild and creating low-tech
special effects reminiscent of cinema or comic books.
Several exercises will allow students to explore the many facets of object theater in a
playful and dynamic atmosphere. One thing is certain: After this workshop, you will
never see your toothbrush or teapot quite the same way again!

Cycle 1, 2, 3

Materials: In-person workshop: The Artist brings all necessary materials.
Online workshop: 2-3 objects per student (list of ideas furnished by the Artist).

DESIGNING SPACE FOR STORYTELLING with Holly Hilts
Students will read an excerpt/scene from a play (can be a play related to class or
even a chapter from a novel) and together we will pull out themes, colours, feelings,
and key words from the text to direct our use of space. By the end of the workshop,
students will have planned out and executed a mini version of the stage they designed.
This workshop is flexible in that participants can design just the stage and create a
maquette, or they can design all parts of the physical world of the story (set, costume,
props) to create a design folder.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec in
the general sense and as a member of the BIPOC and LQBTQ2S+ communities.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Source text (novel, play, etc.), pencils, large paper, scale-rulers, pencil
crayons, paint, (optional: foamcore, blades, glue, stapler).
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BLACK CULTURE & STORIES with Black Theatre Workshop
Black Theatre Workshop offers workshops based on themes such as social justice,
individual empowerment, inclusivity and systemic racism. Our artists will engage
students with performing arts activities that will increase their awareness and
understanding of these issues.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec in
the general sense and as a member of the BIPOC community.
Cycle 3

Materials: Pencil and paper.

QEP COMPETENCIES
VISUAL ARTS
• To produce media works in the visual
arts
• To appreciate works of art, traditional
artistic objects, media images,
personal productions and those of
classmates
DRAMA
• To invent dramatic scenes
• To interpret dramatic scenes
• To appreciate dramatic works,
personal productions and those of
classmates

ARTISTSINSPIRE.CA
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
• To represent [their] literacy in
different media
• To use language to communicate and
learn
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
(core and enriched programs)
•
•
•

To interact orally in English
To reinvest understanding of texts
To write and produces text
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WORKSHOP CATEGORY
VISUAL ARTS
PRACTICING RESILIENCE WITH NATURE AS OUR GUIDE
with Patrycja Maksalon (Regional Artist: WQSB)

This is a collaborative art experience that explores resilience. Students are invited
on a journey to look at the things in our lives and in the world around us that inspire
strength, hope, and courage. The project explores ecological systems including plant
and animal life cycles, watersheds, and the elements (earth, water, air). Geography,
history, science, as well as poetry are all infused into the process. The goal is to deepen
connection and offer a space for reflection, self-expression, and engagement that is
rooted in possibility. Students and staff are all encouraged to participate.

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Colour pencils, black print paper, white paper, yellow paper, scissors,
earth/soil, sunflower seeds, maps of watersheds in Quebec (and across Canada).

UPCYCLE THAT PAPER! AN INTRODUCTION TO MAKING JUNK
JOURNALS with Carol-Ann Hoyte
Junk journals are made from an assortment of new and recycled types of papers.
Participants will learn how to make a cover for a junk journal, create pages for it, and
embellish these pages. These useful and attractive books are a great papercraft, as
they use multiple materials found around school or home. These creations can be
used for journaling and other types of writing, drawing, storing keepsakes, and more!
Junk journal-making is an affordable craft that allows students to be creative while
also being a friend to the environment.

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Food cardboard box, recycled assorted papers, elastic string, white glue,
scissors, pencil, ruler, masking tape, double-sided tape, embellishments (i.e. stickers, used
stamps, playing cards, greeting cards, used postcards, photos, magazine pages, etc.).

WHAT MAKES ME, ME? METAL EMBOSSING with Deirdre Potash
Heraldry is the science and art of describing coats-of-arms, which were originally used
in the Middle Ages to distinguish participants in battle. Using symbols to describe
themselves, students will create an embossed metal coloured personal crest.
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec.
Materials: Paper, pencil, metal sheet, permanent markers.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ART with Marc Walter
Create a collective monumental sculpture or space using natural materials such as
recycled branches, fibres, pinecones, feathers, and stones. It can take the shape of
an animal, a circle of people, an arbour, a fence, any abstract item, and can take
inspiration from any concept or any value such as integration, respect, relationships,
etc. Students will participate in all creative stages. Duration of project is dependent on
intended sculpture dimensions and number of students.
K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: The Artist provides everything, but students can participate by collecting
natural elements. To be discussed.

COSMOS: DRAWING THE NIGHT SKY with Mary Hayes
Participants explore perception of space and shape by tracing circles of various sizes
onto a large sheet of paper. The flat shapes are then transformed into the night sky.
By adding tone and colour, circles become spheres: planets, stars, and asteroids.
The “empty space” surrounding the shapes becomes deep space, complete with
“space dust” and black holes. Option to create a modular or collaborative mural. This
workshop can be adapted to be used in tandem with Science Learning.
K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Lids of various sizes, paper, pencils, choice of media: charcoal, pastel,
watercolour, gouache, depending on what is available.

M’OUTTA HERE with Anne Lewis
We’re off on a metaphorical journey!—We’ll create our passports, tickets, maps,
packing lists, decorated suitcases, souvenirs and safety talismans, trip journals—
whatever participants want.
Can be done individually or in small groups, encouraging reciprocal learning in
a collaborative process. After the restrictions of COVID-19, a chance for schoolsanctioned exploration and escape!
K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

Anne Lewis has extensive experience working with at-risk students, youth with fragile
and variable attention and behaviour challenges. M’Outta Here is based on her
workshop at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.
continued >
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Materials: Paper, cardstock, pencils, crayons, notebooks, any size recycled cardboard
suitcase (if possible but not mandatory), collage items and glue, found objects from
home as needed for the safety talisman.

BIO-ART PROJECTS with Angela Marsh
This interdisciplinary hybrid art-science project engages students in art projects
centred around biodiversity in our local environments. Possible projects include
creating a collective wild plant herbarium drawn on recuperated cardboard, planting
a biodiversity garden at your school, working with clay to create wild seed bombs,
and creating sculptural installations out of recuperated materials. Artistic techniques
explored include observation drawing (inspired by botanical drawing), clay handbuilding techniques, sculpture creation through recuperated assemblages, and
embroidery and sewing.

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Students will be engaged in recuperating materials for the project. The
artist will supply the other materials required (clay, plant seeds, prepared cardboard
for drawing, pencil and conté crayons, needles and thread).

PAPER BAG LANTERNS with Iris Kiewiet (Regional Artist: WQSB)
The students will look at filling a volume with textures, patterning with pressure,
grading, hatching, etc. The landscape is drawn on tracing paper with these techniques.
The various colours will brighten the lantern as the light comes through. Canadian
animals like bear, deer, fox, owl are sketched with general circles and shapes for the
body and head. By observing various animal pictures, students look at characteristics.
These drawings are cut out and glued to the landscape. The last stage is assembling
all elements into a lantern. These can be used against a window or with a battery light.
Materials: Colouring pencils, scissors, glue stick. Paper bags and tracing paper are
provided.
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COLLECTIVE VISUAL MESSAGE with Emily Read
Students create sections individually, which combine together to create one unified
image or message. For example, ”Connected”: Students created small “pixel” squares
(each representing a way to stay connected during the pandemic). Each student
placed their pixels to make the word ‘’Connected” in a time lapse video and a finished
work. Link to time lapse: https://youtu.be/YBGJ0U36OVI.
Materials (Depending on the workshop): Paint, markers, paper, glue, tape.
K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

THE POP-UP LAB with Kate Battle

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

Pop-up making (paper engineering) combines art, math, and science. For example,
with older students, geometry terms are used. But whether it’s a kindergarten or
a Grade 6 class, the workshops are tailored to the age group and students create
a collection of pop-up samples. These can serve as models for future classroom
projects such as a pop-up castle to illustrate a story or a pop-up face for a biography.
Of course, pop-ups also make great greeting cards. I enjoy making the workshops as
interactive as possible, and I use storytelling and mnemonics to explain concepts in
a fun way.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Markers or colouring pencils, glue stick, scissors. Papers are supplied by
me.

PLASTICINE ILLUSTRATION with Lisa Glickman
Inspired by the work of Canadian artist/author Barbara Reid, students use bas relief
sculptural techniques to manipulate modelling clay. Hands, fingers, and simple tools
create forms that are layered to create intriguing illustrations. This workshop teaches
students to research their reference images and to plan out and strategize their
approach. Students learn to mix their own colours to expand the available palette.
This workshop can be taught in about three sessions of an hour each, so that multiple
groups can participate. Examples pictured were created by Grade 2 students.
K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Colouring pencils, paper, plasticine type modelling clay, cardboard or
Styrofoam trays, toothpicks or skewers, garlic press. Plastic modelling clay tool set is
useful. Inexpensive frames (with glass) are nice to protect & display the work.

ARTISTSINSPIRE.CA
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DRAWINGS FOR THE EARTH with Jessica Houston
What do we want to tell the earth, the plants, the trees, the animals? If you ever
wished you could speak to the elements or share your appreciation for our beautiful
planet, this workshop will open up drawing as a way to convey your message. This
workshop explores the use of drawing to create, communicate, and appreciate.
Artist Jessica Houston leads students through different drawing exercises exploring
the principles of line quality, value, and mark making to make drawings for the
earth. Final outcomes can take the form of a set of drawings that are placed in a
time capsule to be buried in the earth and opened in the future, a series of digital
drawings that are featured online, or a class collaboration that is made into a book.

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Paper, pencil, eraser. Optional: container for time capsule.

SEED BALL KIT: CREATE WITH A PURPOSE with Elaine Lassonde
Also known as seed bombs, this technique was used in ancient Egypt to repair
farmland after annual spring flooding. First Nations Iroquois also used similar natural
gardening techniques in cultivating the three-sisters ‘ traditional crops (corn, beans,
squash). Make every day Earth Day with the stamp flower seed ball kit. Find a spot
that needs some beauty and toss in some seeds. Rain will wash away the clay, the soil
will help the seeds sprout, and the world will be a bit more beautiful.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: 500 g of clay, potting soil, seeds (wildflowers, morning glory seeds,
sunflower seeds), wooden roller, cutter circle, tools (popsicle, stick, stamp and/or
recycle object use for decoration), 5 origami sheets to create your own packaging to
give to a friend or family, parchment paper or placemat.

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

EMOTION WEATHER MAP with Tamsin Horsefall
This workshop begins with an exploration of words that describe weather and
associated feelings and emotions (i.e. rain/sadness/growth or wind/excitement/fear).
The words will be written over a colour wash background while exploring shading and
font size as pattern. Traditional weather maps will be looked at as inspiration for the
collage composition. The words will be cut and pasted onto a large surface along with
stenciled directional arrows, clouds, shrubbery, and general map imagery. Students
will be taught watercolour blending, composition building, ink wash technique, and
pattern creation using marker line. While exploring formal art elements, students will
also explore developing an overall theme for their maps.
continued >
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* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Watercolours, large watercolour paper pad, scissors, cardstock for stencils,
India ink, sharpies, metallic markers, pencils, craft glue, varnish (optional).

REFLECTIONS H20: DRAWING WORKSHOP
with Emily Rose Michaud (Regional Artist: WQSB)

Cycle 1, 2, 3

Have you ever looked at a water molecule under a microscope? It has six sides, just
like a snowflake. In this workshop you will: i) explore the hexagonal pattern in nature;
ii) reflect on our relationship to water and the ways we are all connected; iii) learn
more about how water molecules can change shape when exposed to information
such as music or words. You will design your own individual hexagons with a word
of your choosing as inspiration. Once complete, the project can culminate in a mural
installation of hexagons, assembled as a beehive mosaic and collective art installation.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Materials: Each participant needs 1 x loose-leaf paper (for folding), 1 x cardstock
paper (for drawing), ruler, pencil, eraser, sharpener, colouring pencils.

PEACE, LOVE & HOPE (BATIK WORKSHOP) with Avy Loftus
Through fabric art inspired by batik technique, students engage in a series of activities
based on the expression of compassion and kindness. The students make a drawing
on a sheet of paper, representing the idea they have relating to the themes of Peace,
Love, and Hope (to encourage creativity, symbols and letters are not allowed). Then
they transfer their drawing onto fabric and apply liquid wax (older students) or flour
(younger students) to block their designs for the colouring process. Students use the
batik process to apply a variety of colours to their creations.
Cycle 1, 2, 3

Materials: Pencil, paper, fabric, batik colours, flour/wax.

CALL AND ECHO with Anna Jane McIntyre and Venus Lukic
This workshop explores creativity through playful call and echo “conversation” art
creations and collage collaborations. Guided by established artists’ approaches to
creative collaborations, students will work together using one another’s artwork
as starting points. They will add to, subtract from, or completely reconfigure one
another’s works to create new works of art. The result of the workshop series will be
a portfolio of playful creations by students working collaboratively together.
Cycle 2, 3

Materials: Pencil and paper; any drawing, painting and/or 3D crafting materials
(optional: use what you have available); device to photograph creations and access to
upload digital images (if online).
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DÍA DE MUERTOS: “CALAQUITAS - LITTLE SKELETONS MADE OF CLAY”
with PAAL

This workshop is designed to explore the Mexican tradition of the Day of the Dead, a
ritual meant to honour our ancestors with joy, to celebrate our loved ones who have
passed away. It has been declared an “Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity” by
the Unesco. An explanation of this tradition will be given, along with the meaning of
the historical and decorative elements of the traditional altar. The participants will
create a model of the Altar of the Dead. We provide a teaching guide for this workshop.
Materials: Coloured cardboard, clay, paint, glue stick, scissors, sewing thread and
metal wire.

K, Cycle 1, 2, 3

MINDFULNESS CARDS with Valerie Kimpton
Through a simple mindfulness process, using breath, visualization, and our senses,
students will explore their relationship to freedom, strength, freshness, and calm in
their own lives. We will use simple exercises, both visual and written, so students can
each make four two-sided connected cards.
Materials: Watercolour or carton paper, pencil, brushes, water-based paint, collage
materials such as old magazines, fabric, coloured papers, photographs, images from
a smartphone, pastel, charcoal, scissors, and glue.

Cycle 3

STENCIL PRINTMAKING with Peter Gibson
Workshop participants will design and create their own stencils from which they will
produce individual art prints. Various approaches to creating the initial image from
which the stencil will be cut will be discussed, including the use of pre-existing images
and those drawn or otherwise produced by the participants themselves. Participants
will then be instructed on how to differentiate between negative and positive spaces
in their images, allowing them to decide which areas should be removed when cutting
out their stencils. Finally, participants will be shown techniques to apply paint to paper
in conjunction with their stencils in order to achieve various visual results.
Materials: 1 HB pencil, 1 eraser, 1 black marker, 2 sheets of poster board 22 “x 28” (1/16
“thick), 1 exacto knife (or scissors for younger children), 1 exacto knife blade, a sheet of
linoleum, vinyl or masonite on which to cut the stencil (approx 60 cm x 60 cm), two 4”
foam rollers with roller handles, 2 plastic paint trays (or 1 plastic surface of about 60 cm
x 60 cm for rolling paint), 2 different paint colours.
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COLLABORATE TO CREATE with Adele Reeves
We’ll be collaborating to create a meaningful gift for the school (painted murals,
sculptures, maybe a combo as a mosaic?). Ideally, we’ll be able to head outside and
connect with nature to find inspiration for or solutions to what the school will enjoy
in the years to come. Design phases will include various materials that will lead us
towards our final creation.
* Other than Arts, the workshop incorporates elements of STEAM.
Cycle 3

Materials: Clay, pencils, paper, paints, brushes.

COMICS CREATION with Laurence Dea Dionne

Cycle 3

Students will create an 8-page zine (mini comic) from one piece of paper. They will fill
those pages by telling a story using drawings and/or words. In the process, they will
learn about good storytelling and clear communication, and discover what it’s like to
live life as a professional comic artist. For a slightly more advanced experience, students
can explore different facets of wellness (physical and mental health, community and
relationships, environment, etc), learn some comic-specific visual language that will
help them have clear communication, and discover what it’s like to have a career as a
professional comic artist. Option to publish projects in a printed book.
Materials: Pencils, paper. Optional: inking pens, colouring pencils or markers, rulers,
and scissors.
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QEP COMPETENCIES
VISUAL ARTS
• To produce individual works in the
visual arts
• To produce media works in the visual
arts
• To appreciate works of art, traditional
artistic objects, media images,
personal productions and those of
classmates
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
• To read and listen to literary, popular
and information-based texts
• To write self-expressive, narrative
and information-based texts
• To represent [their] literacy in
different media
• To use language to communicate and
learn

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
(core and enriched programs)
•
•
•

To interact orally in English
To reinvest understanding of texts
To write and produces text

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH
• To perform movement skills in
different physical activity settings
MORAL EDUCATION
•
•
•

To understand life situations with a
view to constructing a moral frame of
reference
To take an enlightened position on
situations involving a moral issue
To engage in moral dialogue

ALL WORKSHOPS
CROSS-CURRICULAR COMPETENCIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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To use information
To solve problems
To exercise critical judgment
To use creativity
To adopts effective work methods
To use information and communications technologies (ICT)
To construct his/her identity
To cooperate with others
To communicate appropriately
ARTISTSINSPIRE.CA
(438) 979-1171
ARTISTSINSPIREGRANTS@QUEBEC-ELAN.ORG
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LEARN’S “I BELONG” PROJECT
LEARN’s “I Belong” project is back! Empower your students to explore their identity and
sense of belonging to Quebec society through the arts. This school year’s project options
for the fall include Puppetry and Digital Storytelling. In the New Year, project options will
include Spoken Word, Comic Zine and Podcast creation. Participating classrooms will be
supported by up to 12 ELAN artists. All English language schools are eligible to participate
in LEARN’s “I Belong!” project at no cost through the use of LEARN or ArtistsInspire grants
(or both). Participating teachers gain access to classroom resources developed by LEARN and multiple
artist-led workshops to support the engagement of students in the classroom delivered
remotely, at a distance or both!
Registration opens in September at ibelong.learnquebec.ca or https://hosted.
learnquebec.ca/belonging/ . Spots are limited!
* This workshop provides an opportunity for discussion about belonging in Quebec
in the general sense and as a member of the BIPOC and LQBTQ2S+ communities.
Materials: Materials vary.
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